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1. A HEMISPHERIC MODEL

Accordin9 to Levy-A~resti & Sperry (1968) the brain includes two

data processin9 mechanisms. The firs~ is an anal~ical mechani~,,

which is laterallzed mainly ~o ~he lef~ hemisphere, and processes

one da~u~ after another. The second is a s~n~hetical mechanlsn~,

which is la~erallzed mainl~ ~o ~he ri~h~ and s~ntheslzes a new

whole ou~ of several da~a. Ben-Dov & Carman (1976) e~tended

dlch¢,~o~ in~o a multi-s~age model o~ ~he brain’s ~unc~ioning.

Accordin9 to thls ~odel ~he ou~pu~ of each ~echanls~ is

to ~he o~her one as an in~u~. The righ~ hemisphere receives

dat~ anal~zed b~, ~ne lef~ one and s~n~r~esizes them into a

~nole. This new whole is transmitted to ~he le~ nemls~here,

where i~ i~ processed analy~icall~ as a single datum. Thus more

and ~ore complicated codes are constructed.

Accordlns ~o ~hi~ model The same sensor~ da~a is available to ~he

~wo mechanisms. Nhen ~hese data arrive first a~ the anal~tlcal

mecnanlsm ~he~ ~re perceived one after another in ~ime. Nhen ~he~

Brriue first a~ the $~nthe~ical mechanism, thev are perceiue~

simultaneously and spatialIv. Thus a neurological basis for
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~an~’s a priory n3odes of perceivin3 e:,per~ence, space and

is obtained. Cont~nu~ty is defined as the e×~stence of

between any two poln~s. ~ince between ~wo consecutive pece~ions

of o~3ects in tlme ~heTe is no another such perception,

cannot be continuous, and i~ musl b~ ~uantisized.

Thi~ model i~plles that hi3h cognitlve stuctures ~re co~tructe~

from simpler cognitive structures~ and these simpler cogn~-~ve

~ructures are costructed from elementary sensory data.

Therefore the efficiency of analytical and synthetical perception

of data should be related to the efficiency of analytical and

synthetical conception of coenitive structures, respectively.

Description of experimental testin~ of this hypothesis follows.

2. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Th~ countin~ of s~gns apppearin3 rapidly one after another dur~n~

do~ens of milliseconds (NS) with temporal intermissions of dozens

of ~S ~s related to the left hemisphere. On the other hand, the

enumeration of dots presented simultaneously durin9 dozens of NS

~s ~elated to the ~9ht hemisphere (Fidelman, I~0). These te~t~

ere perceptual end low cognitive, and were applied as hemispheric

~e~ts in the experiments described below, in. which scores on the

learn~n~ of high cognitive concepts and the preference of a

ph~losoph~cal viev~ ,~e~e co~pared with scores on these tests.

Ordinal numbders~ first, second~ etc., are properties of single

o~.cts perceived one after another temporally. They are

~b~.t~actJons of ordinal perception of objects. ~e observed that

this p÷rceRtion is related to the left hemisphere. Therefo~e~ ~
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m~I e).per’t that the undestandin~ of concepts of ordinal number~

J~. pv~:~;:ively r_orreieted with the left hemispheric test. Cardin~l

nun,ber~, one, two, etc., are ~,~’operties of simultar, eousl~

perceived sets. We observed th~ ~rdin~l enumeration of se~s

presented simultaneousl~ is rel~ed ~ the ri.~h,~ hemisphere.

Therefore ~e rn~>., expect ~ha~ ur, des~ndin~ concepts of ~mrdlr,~i

~thmetic Is rei~ed ~o the l’~h~ hemisphere. The~e

~j~rc a~_cepted (n e.~perlments ~ith ~dults and ~ith preschooler~

(Fidelrr, an, 1990, 1991, 1995).

A potentially infinite process is a process in ~,h. ich e~zk. ~te;

h~ an immediate successor, i,e,, there is no last step. TF, is i~

at, e~ter, sion of the process of countins ordinai numbers.

Therefore, we may expect that the understandin9 concepts of

potential infinity is related to the left hemispheric test. At,

actually infinite set includes an infinit~ of simultaneously

sIven elements. These sets are an extension of finite sets, an~

the infinit~ of their elements is an extension of the concept of

~in~te cardinal number. Therefore ~e may e~pect a relation

between our right hemispheric test and actual Infinit~. These

relations between the two hemispheric tests and the t~o concepts

of infinity were found experimentally, see r’idelman (1991).

Nor,~iriallsm accepts only the existence of analyticall~ perceived

oboe,sis, t.~h(le Platonism accepts the existence of properties

of se~s, i.e., wholes synthesized from ob3ects. The preference of

~lato~,ism over nominalism, of’Kant’s spatial over his temporal

mode of perception, and of a continuous approach to physics over
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a q~Jantisized approach, are related to the dominance of the right

hemisphere over the left one (F:delman, l~l), as expe~ed by the

model of Ben-Dov & Carmon (i~7~). This hemispheric dominance

also related to the preference of top-down (starttt~

.~omprehensive concepts) over bottom-up (start£n~ with elementary

oboe~ts and concepts) concept ~appin~ (Thimor & Fidelman,

This too £s expected b~ ~he model of Ben-Dou ~ Carmon (I~7~.
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